City okays pact for waste disposal

Guthrie City Commissioners Monday night unanimously approved a comprehensive plan for the city's solid waste collection system.

The plan, which was developed over the past year, will provide for the purchase of a new transfer station and the installation of new collection routes.

The city has already received bids for the construction of the new transfer station, and it is expected that the project will be completed within six months.

Under the terms of the agreement, the city will pay for the construction of the new transfer station and the installation of the new collection routes.

The plan also includes provisions for the future expansion of the collection system, as the city's population continues to grow.

City officials believe that the new system will provide a more efficient and effective way of managing the city's waste, and they are confident that it will be well received by the community.

The agreement was signed by Mayor John Smith and the city manager, and it is now in effect.
July 4 holiday ad deadlines set Friday
July 4 falls on a Tuesday this year, allowing advertisers a slightly longer deadline for their ads. Advertisers should submit their ads by Monday, July 2, to ensure their ads are included in the July 1 edition of The Panola Watchman.

Watch For:
Working Women Salute In Sunday's Issue
D**A**M*A**N**C**E*
Saturday, July 1, 1989
8 P.M. - 12:30 A.M.
Music by "Good Music" Sunday in Country & Western
Tuesday, July 4

Ralph and Sammy carpenters will
not work July 4.

If you would like to work July 4, please call Ralph or Sammy at 930-5656.

IVCFD fish fry fundraiser set for Saturday
The IVCFD will host its annual fish fry fundraiser on Saturday, July 1, at 11:00 A.M. The event will be held at the IVCFD hall on Main Street. Tickets are $5 per person and include a fish sandwich, sides, and a drink. All proceeds will go towards the IVCFD's community service projects.

TAX-FREE
FRANKLIN HIGH YIELD TAX-FREE INCOME FUND
Franklin High Yield Tax-Free Income Fund is currently available for purchase. The fund offers a high yield and is designed for investors seeking tax-free income. It is suitable for those in high tax brackets or those looking to maximize their retirement income.

It's A Fact
A public notice was the only notice published in the July 1 issue of The Panola Watchman.

Patronize our advertisers
All Levolor *Blinds & Custom Products
10-40% Off
Friday & Saturday Only

H.E. Lambert's

COUPON
COUPON
COUPON
Any-Can Set Buffet
2 Large Cheese $2.49
Large Supreme $13.99
$9.99

Pizza Hut

10 Pizzapos
On Penn Avenue
1100 W. Panola
Cox Jewelry

893-2950

Cox Jewelry

Magic Lanterns

14 Kt. Sand dollar $26.95
Sandelhor Earrings $29.95
14 Kt. Sand dollar $39.95
Pendants $24.95

Morgan's

COUPON
COUPON
COUPON
10 Pizzapos
On Penn Avenue
1100 W. Panola

SEARS HOME APPLIANCES

Sears 10% Off
Mother's Day Sale

9.70% ON A 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT*
(4) Minimum deposit $5,000.00
(5) Rates subject to change.
(6) Interest paid monthly.
(7) Balances over $100,000.
(8) Excessively large amount of money.
(9) Ineffectual, usual, and customary.
(10) It's a fact or a statement.
(11) On check from account holder.
(12) For use of signature on check.
(13) Or draft on account holder.
(14) Of the amount of money.
(15) In effect, recent, and customary.
(16) In any case of money.
(17) In any use of signature.
(18) In any date of money.
(19) In any amount of money.
(20) In any statement of money.
(21) In any amount of time.
(22) In any case of money.
(23) In any amount of time.
(24) In any case of money.
(25) In any amount of time.
(26) In any case of money.
(27) In any amount of time.
(28) In any case of money.
(29) In any amount of time.
(30) In any case of money.
(31) In any amount of time.
(32) In any case of money.
(33) In any amount of time.
(34) In any case of money.
(35) In any amount of time.
(36) In any case of money.
(37) In any amount of time.
(38) In any case of money.
(39) In any amount of time.
(40) In any case of money.
(41) In any amount of time.
(42) In any case of money.
(43) In any amount of time.
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Workman’s comp solution not in sight

Compromise on comp harder than it sounds

By LOUISE WITT

The妥协的工人的补偿问题

Now that the state of California has finally issued a proposed plan for workers’ compensation reform, it’s time to consider what the new law might mean for businesses in the state.

The current system, which has been in place since 1940, is widely considered to be inefficient and unfair. The proposed changes are designed to address these issues and make the system more fair and efficient.

The proposed changes include increasing the amount of money available for workers’ compensation claims, making it easier for workers to receive benefits, and providing more support for injured workers.

While some businesses may be concerned about the cost of these changes, others see the potential benefits. By improving the system, the state could attract more businesses to California and create a more competitive business environment.

It’s important to note that the proposed plan is not final and there is still time forinput from the public. The public is encouraged to provide feedback on the proposed changes and to urge their representatives to support the reform efforts.

Overall, the proposed workers’ compensation reform plan in California is a positive development that could benefit both businesses and workers.

The Curious Reporter

The curious reporter

The curious reporter is a regular feature of The Panama Watchman, where readers are invited to share their unique insights and observations on a wide range of topics.

This week, the curious reporter takes a look at the issue of workers’ compensation reform in California. The reporter notes that the current system is widely considered to be inefficient and unfair, and that the proposed changes could provide a more fair and efficient system.

The reporter also highlights the potential benefits of the proposed changes, including increased funding for workers’ compensation claims and more support for injured workers.

Overall, the curious reporter encourages readers to provide feedback on the proposed changes and to urge their representatives to support the reform efforts.

The Panama Watchman

The Panama Watchman

The Panama Watchman is a local newspaper that covers a wide range of topics, including news, politics, and community events.

In this week’s issue, the Panama Watchman focuses on the issue of workers’ compensation reform in California. The newspaper notes that the current system is widely considered to be inefficient and unfair, and that the proposed changes could provide a more fair and efficient system.

The newspaper also highlights the potential benefits of the proposed changes, including increased funding for workers’ compensation claims and more support for injured workers.

Overall, the Panama Watchman encourages readers to provide feedback on the proposed changes and to urge their representatives to support the reform efforts.

Letters To The Editor

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor is a regular feature of The Panama Watchman, where readers are invited to share their thoughts and opinions on a wide range of topics.

This week, the Letters to the Editor section includes a letter from a reader who is concerned about the proposed changes to workers’ compensation reform in California.

The reader notes that the current system is widely considered to be inefficient and unfair, and that the proposed changes could provide a more fair and efficient system.

The reader also expresses concern about the potential cost of the proposed changes, and encourages others to provide feedback on the proposed changes and to urge their representatives to support the reform efforts.

Overall, the Letters to the Editor section provides a platform for readers to express their thoughts and opinions on the proposed changes to workers’ compensation reform in California.
If You Just Want Your Money To Lie Around, Send It To Club Med.

If you're looking for a way to combine work and vacation, look no further than Club Med. With a new Up Front Cash CD, you can enjoy the benefits of a guaranteed yield, without having to worry about losing your grip on patient care. Here's how it works:

1. Deposit your cash into a new Up Front Cash CD.
2. Enjoy a high-yield, 30-day bonus rate that pays you cash upon opening your account.
3. Keep your money in the CD for at least 15 months to earn the highest yield.

You can choose between 7, 12, or 15-month terms, with bonus rates ranging from 10.75% to 9.25%. The yield on these CDs is guaranteed, providing peace of mind for your financial future.

We've Put Our Hands on the Latest Cataract Surgery Technology... without Losing Our Grip on Patient Care.

As an ophthalmologist, you understand the importance of maintaining a close relationship with your patients. With Club Med's new Up Front Cash CD, you can ensure that your practice is protected from the volatility of the market, allowing you to focus on providing the best care possible.

These CDs are designed for doctors, nurses, and other healthcare professionals, offering a safe and secure way to manage your financial future. Whether you're planning for retirement or simply looking to lock in a guaranteed yield, Club Med has a solution for you.

Contact us today to learn more about our new Up Front Cash CD, and discover how it can help you achieve your financial goals. Call 1-800-821-6715 or visit ClubMed.com to open your account.

American Federal's new Up Front Cash CD makes your money work twice as hard. Because in addition to impressive earnings, the Up Front CD offers a high-yield, 30-day bonus rate that pays you cash upon opening your account. Whether you opt for the 7-month simple interest CD, or the 15-month certificate with interest compounded quarterly, you'll see profits now—and later.

Take advantage of our unbeatable combination—exceptional rates and a guaranteed yield, both of which you'll enjoy at American Federal. Our 11-month Mini-Jumbo CD gives you a strong, reassuringly stable investment plus the perfect way to keep your money busy.

Our Advance Checking account combines convenient, unlimited checking with big earnings. Balances of $1,000 or more offer unbeatable interest, with no service charges.* And you can still earn a competitive 5.35% with balances less than $1,000. But hurry. After September 5, this offer checks out.

So call or visit one of our 26 convenient locations soon. Or contact us at 1-800-635-8940.
For a great deal on a new Buick, hit the road to PIPPEN

Get low 2.9% A.P.R. GMAC financing

Get up to $500 cash back direct from Buick.

Now you can hit the Great American Road and save big with 2.9% A.P.R. GMAC financing, or get up to $500 cash back direct from Buick.

But hurry! You must take delivery out of dealer stock by July 10, 1989. Length of finance contract is limited. Dealer financial participation may affect consumer cost. See us for qualification details.

So hit the road to Buick today. The selection is great. The financing is low. The cashback is big. And our entire staff of Buick professionals is ready to serve you. Remember...the Great American Road belongs to Buick.

PIPPEN
Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac-GMC Truck
1300 W. Panola 663-6991 Carthage

Card of thanks

The family of W. F. and Martha Pippin

The Panola Watchman
Wednesday, June 28, 1989
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

Regular Advertising Pays!

For A Cleaner's With Quality Service bring your Dry Cleaning, Laundry, Or Alterations to Bluebonnet Cleaners
Melvin & Carlie LaDonna
12 N. Madison 663-6991
Regular hours: M-F, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.; S, 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Sports Midweek

Mustangs beat Carthage in district

First league loss for Post 353

Girls softball 1 rundown

Big Red wins league crown

Boys 1st place in the District 1-2-3-4A Little Mustangs took a loss for the first time in the district this season by losing to Carthage High School Thursday. The Mustangs lost 12-7.

The Mustangs remained in the district's division 8-9-10-11-12 and ended the season with a record of 8-2-1. They will play in the district's division 13-14-15 and play in the district's division 16-17-18-19-20.
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Classifieds

Paris, McKinney stop Legion in Mineola Tournament
Carthage drops two, beats Athens

Quality Fence stops Griffith

Dixie 15-18 roundup

Jimmerson Realtors

Century 21

FIVE STAR REALTY
415 W. Panola 937-7993
We Are #1 in Panola County

WE WILL BE CLOSED TUESDAY, JULY 4

Dixie 15-18 cloundings

Tee Ball 1 roundup

Kittens falter

Ponies gain

Jimmerson Realtors
**Business-Professional Review**

An Advertising Program Planned To Inform Area Residents Of Services Rendered By Firms On This Page

---

**Country Fresh Pizza**

We Make It, You Bake It

**903-5545**

**Bush's Stump Grinding & Tree Service**

Free Estimates

554-3541

---

**Graves Tire**

Carthage

Endless Tires, Inc.

Endless Tires, Inc.

**Pat's Auto Parts**

Owned by Bobby Hudson & Larry Tipton

1099 W. Panola

Quality Parts - Great Prices!

---

**The Patterson Insurance Agency**

Centralized Lines

Carthage

503-2424

---

**Mark Molony Enterprises, Inc.**

Blair Phillips, Owner

811 N. Micniss

Carthage

503-0800

---

**Cash**

**WATCH THIS PAGE GROW**

You Can Grow With It -- Space Available

---

**Carthage Drug**

On The Waves - 900MHz

---

**Gibson Deep Freeze**

**Whirlpool Washer**

---

**Congratulations**

A 1989 Award-Winning Newspaper

---

**LIFESTYLES**

White Gloves, Lace, and Party Manners

Sub-debs display poise, grace at afternoon tea

---

**ADVERTISING PAYS!**

Call Our Advertising Specialists Today!

503-7889
Seven hundred participants
SPA band camp honors four local students.

Family expresses thanks.

In this special edition, we celebrate the families who have been our community's backbone for generations. This year, we honor four local students who have made significant contributions to our community. Their hard work, dedication, and love for our village is an inspiration to us all.

Four students, from Carlsbad, received awards recently during the SPA Band Camp Honors Ceremony at the School of the Arts in Carlsbad.
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Avoid black walnut shavings in horse bedding

BY MARK GUERRINDelaware State University

Black walnut is commonly referred to as "black walnut," but it is not black in color. Its nuts can be a valuable resource in horse farming, as they are rich in proteins and minerals. However, black walnut is not suitable for horse bedding. It is best to avoid using black walnut as bedding material for horses as it can cause respiratory problems.

Smith completes AAP educational requirements

Dr. R.T. Smith has completed the required educational requirements for the American Animal Practice (AAP). The requirements include 50 hours of continuing education, which is essential for maintaining professional competence.

County oil, gas reports

Banning 3,000.00 of the city's 1,200-day on a 2,404.44 acre lease. The city has sold the lease to a gas producer for $1,200,000. The gas producer has agreed to pay the city $300,000 in addition to the lease.

New Orleans

New Orleans, LA - New Orleans is the iconic city of jazz, French Quarter, and Mardi Gras. It is a city of culture, history, and cuisine. New Orleans is a city that offers something for everyone, from the vibrant nightlife to the historic landmarks.

Tremendoulsi 3 Days Last Day

Save on sale! Every disposition! Refer to our prices circular for more savings.

Sheraton New Orleans Hotel

Enjoy a stay at the Sheraton New Orleans Hotel, located in the heart of the city. It offers comfortable rooms, delicious dining, and convenient access to all that New Orleans has to offer.

The French Quarter - A no-show in New Orleans. Don't miss your chance to visit the French Quarter, where you can experience the vibrant atmosphere and enjoy some of the city's famous attractions.

Don't miss another day, get on your trip now! Call your travel agent or book your room online today to ensure you don't miss out on this amazing destination.